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As long as you use the full ISO, you can do what you want with it. If you're trying to recover a
corrupted ISO then you should just replace the bootloader with the fixed one. While the Windows

Repair Discs from Windows XP actually work, they don't do much and Windows 7 is worse than XP.
For Windows 7 disks you need the Recovery Repair Disk created by Microsoft. Orders for the Xbox
One in Europe have doubled and are growing rapidly, according to new figures. Microsoft's console

passed the one million unit mark in Europe in August, after a series of price reductions. The
platform's shipments now number nearly 300,000 a month in the country, and have reached 50 per

cent of Xbox One's Xbox Live purchases. Microsoft's head of Xbox Phil Spencer told MCV that the
console's rapid uptake of UK consumers was good news for the company. "We're obviously very,
very pleased with the progress," Spencer told MCV. "It's very exciting to see a growth spurt of an

audience like this. "We're going to continue to focus on the UK in the near future." Launch numbers
are now likely to be boosted by a number of factors, such as the recent Gameplay Uncovered bundle

offering, which gave away a Kinect sensor. Spencer also suggested that a fall in the price of the
console, to £299.99 for the 500GB version, and the relaunch of the £500 limited edition of the

console, had likely boosted sales. "I certainly think the game price drop and the limited edition that's
coming have driven some of the growth," he added. "Sales have been good, and continue to be

good." He also pointed to a population shortfall of Xbox Live users in the UK, and Microsoft's recent
efforts to boost the number of UK gamers on the network. "We're creating a network for UK players,"

he explained. "There are currently 3000-4000 players in the UK not getting value from their Xbox
Live account. "We are partnering to enable UK players to use their Xbox Live accounts to play game
online on their PC." As well as the introduction of the European Xbox One, Microsoft has also teamed
up with the French operator Free, to offer a partnership with Xbox Live for the country's Freebox pay

TV box. The partnership, which will bring Free's other services to the box, is expected to
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